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Video 3: 

A Journey towards Inclusive Education 

 

A Journey towards Inclusive Education 

Chaeli Mycroft I’ve had a very interesting educational journey. 
 

Zelda Mycroft  

CEO: Chaeli Campaign 
Chaeli has experienced every form of education that South Africa has to offer. 
It’s given her an amazing first-hand experience to speak as an authority on what these 
educational systems of South Africa offered her.   
 

Chaeli Mycroft I think it gives me an interesting perspective that people can't really ignore, because I 
have lived through them and it’s life experience that – that gives me my knowledge.  It’s 
not just learnt from a book. I think that’s powerful in itself. 
 

Special needs school 

Chaeli Mycroft My going to a special needs school was very important in – in my development. There’s a 
sort of understanding that everybody needs help with something and it makes, you, 
accept your disability I think.  There are a lot of people who – who don’t accept the fact 
that they are disabled and they don’t acknowledge it. 
 
I’ve been raised to – to work at an able-bodied pace. I get a lot of stuff done in a day, 
people don’t always realise how disabled I am. It takes a lot more energy for me to – to 
do things.   
 
In order to succeed with something, you have to admit that it’s not always going to be 
easy and I think the special needs school did that for me.   

Mainstream school 

Chaeli Mycroft Moving to mainstream environment was very different, because you’re sort of just one of 
the masses. 
 

Zelda Mycroft  

CEO: Chaeli Campaign 
 

When Chaeli went to a mainstream school, they just taught her as an ordinary kid  

Chaeli Mycroft Some people would look at that and be like:  “Oh no, that’s not okay” but for me that was 
amazing, because they weren't looking at my disability and catering for my disability in a 
way that was different to everybody else.   
I think it made me stronger – it made me more able to – to claim my space. 

Zelda Mycroft  

CEO: Chaeli Campaign 
Her life changed significantly, because all of the therapies were then not part of her 
school life. Her life was much fuller.  It was busier, because she did everything that every 
other child had to do and then after hours, she had to fit therapies in and  
and I think that was a big shift in how we did things. 

Private school 
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Chaeli Mycroft Going to the private school was – was an incredible change, because there was an 
expectation that I was equal and that there was a sense of “Chaeli is one of us”. 
And I think I found my place at that school. I felt like I belonged there and people didn’t 
treat me differently because of my disability. They had the same expectations of me that 
they had of everybody else. That was very important to – to have happened in my life. 

Seeing the possibility 

Chaeli Mycroft I think the most important thing for – for teachers in the mainstream school, is to  
See the possibility in the people that you are teaching.  And not to pander to a disability, 
because then you’re limiting what – what people are going to do.  
It’s amazing when you have a teacher who – who gets excited about things and a 
teacher who – who’s inspiring. I think it is an amazing gift that a teacher can give to 
somebody.   
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